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1.0

Purpose of Document:

The goal of this Development Plan is to set forth a concise plan for the development of a Public
Shoreline Access Trail at West Contra Costa Sanitary Landfill (WCCSL) in Richmond,
California. This Development Plan will be used as part of the project description for land use
permitting purposes. The concept of creating a Shoreline Public Access Trail has been
envisioned for many years, and has been referenced in several regional and site-specific planning
documents. These include the WCCSL Land Use Permit 2054-92 issued by Contra Costa
County, City of Richmond Use Permit CU 92-53 and the North Richmond Shoreline Specific
Plan. The proposed Shoreline Public Access Trail at the West Contra Costa Sanitary Landfill is
a segment of the San Francisco Bay Trail. The Bay Trail system is a planned 400-mile
recreation and transportation corridor that will encircle the entire Bay linking the shorelines of
nine counties and forty-seven cities. Consistent with Bay Trail goals, the proposed trail around
the landfill facility will provide recreational and increased access to the Bay, and will offer a
setting for a wildlife viewing and environmental education.
This Development Plan is the result of a series of meetings between West Contra Costa Sanitary
Landfill, Inc. (WCCSL, Inc.), public agencies, non-profit environmental organizations, and
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individual citizens. A complete list of all participants and the minutes of planning meetings that
lead to the development of this document are available upon request.
This document sets forth the general consensus of the group on issues related to the development
of the Trail, Trail improvements, the timing of the Trail segments being developed, and various
operations issues.
WCCSL, Inc. believes that upon implementation, the Shoreline Public Access Trail will be a
much better project as a result of the numerous hours of effort that were donated to make this
project feasible. Credit and thanks are due to all of those who have been involved with bringing
this idea into reality.
In May 2001, Republic Services, Inc. acquired the West County Landfill along with the local
affiliate companies (e.g., Richmond Sanitary Service and West Contra Costa Sanitary Landfill,
Inc.). Republic Services is a publicly held corporation (NYSE:RSG) and is the third largest
waste services company in the U.S. The new owners intend to continue the operation of the
landfill under its original name and maintain the primary resource recovery facilities at the
WCCSL. The preparation of the Trail Development Plan and its subsequent implementation also
will continue.

2.0

Overview of WCCSL Site

The location and setting of the West Contra Costa Sanitary Landfill (the “Landfill”) is shown on
the figures included at the end of this Plan. The Landfill has been in operation since 1954, and
the Landfill construction has created a landmass next to San Pablo Bay. The Landfill property
encompasses a total of 350 acres. The Class I and II landfills cover 188 acres. The Area A soil
stockpile, the Area B runoff control pond, and the Area C outer tidal pond area occupy the
remaining acreage.
The Landfill consists of both an open Class II landfill, which accepts traditional municipal waste
and a closed Class I Hazardous Waste Management Facility (HWMF), which, in the past,
accepted hazardous materials. The landfill construction has resulted in the construction of a long
mounded shape extending out from the San Pablo Creek Marshland almost 3,500 feet (0.6 mile)
into the Bay. Around the periphery of the landfill, access roads run along the top edge of the riprapped shoreline. Horizontal drainage benches and access roads have been situated mid-way up
the landfill slopes. In addition, two levees containing maintenance access roads have been
constructed that enclose water and wetland areas on the southern and western sides of the
WCCSL property. The unique Landfill location and the access ways that will exist after the
landfill closes offer new opportunities for public access to the shoreline.
Each major commercial operations area of the site is discussed in more detail below. With the
exception of the municipal solid waste landfill and HWMF site, all of the operations are
expected to continue into the future. The locations of those operations areas are shown on
Figure 3-3 in Chapter 3.
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WCCSL, Inc. is in the final stages of closing the HWMF, which involves building a secure cap
of plastic geomembrane and soil to assure that buried materials remain within the confines of the
HWMF. Additionally, WCCSL, Inc. is building a cap over its Class II landfill as each area of the
Class II facility is filled to capacity. The Class II site cap consists of an engineered soil cover
compacted over the buried wastes. The closure of the two facilities at the Landfill is regulated by
the California Department of Toxic Substance Control (DTSC) in the case of the HWMF, and
the California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB) for the Class II landfill. In both
instances, WCCSL, Inc. believes the Landfill is in compliance with the state of the art regulatory
requirements for closure and has reserved funds to complete the closure of the two facilities in
compliance with all regulations. WCCSL, Inc. has also reserved funds to maintain the closed
facilities into the future, as required by state laws.
2.1

Municipal Solid Waste Landfill

As the municipal solid waste landfill continues in its limited term operation, the waste placement
will build out the final site topography. Between 1996 and 2001, the maximum landfill elevation
had been reached in on most of the central portion of the site, and the final closure cap was
installed. In mid-2001, WCCSL engineers noted that the rate of settlement of the surface of the
final capped central plateau of the landfill was in excess of that which was anticipated. Left
unchanged over time, the landfill top will flatten out and may even form a cupped surface that
will not drain. Notification was made to the County and State officials that the final cap would
need to be removed in approximately 5 to 10 acre plots, and additional wastes placed to mound
up the top surface. This is now being done, involving changes to the site permits with respect to
the appropriate maximum elevation and top contours that will counter the future settlement.
The exact date when the disposal site will reach capacity is uncertain due to the degree of
consolidation of the underlying wastes that occurs as new wastes are placed in the site and the
yet to be determined maximum top elevation. At this time, it is estimated that the site will be full
in 2005. Thus, the last portions of final capping would occur in the summer of 2006 and 2007.
2.2

Soil Remediation Facility

This facility was constructed on a portion of the final capped Class II landfill and is now closed.
It treated non-hazardous hydrocarbon-contaminated soils from fuel tank leaks and accidental
spills. The facility temporarily stored the contaminated soil in a covered building and then
thermally treated (oxidized) the soils to remove the hydrocarbon contaminants. The finished soil
was then used in landfill operation as cover material over the wastes. Republic Services, Inc.
determined the waste remediation business did not fit within its business plan and the operation
was shut down in late 2001. The equipment has been sold and the large soil storage building is
being cleaned for reuse.
2.3

Composting Facility

The composting facility includes a central green material stockpile and grinding area, and a
series of long piles (windrows) of compost. The facility is sited on 18 acres of the final capped
portion of the Landfill.
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Batches of compost are being produced in approximately monthly intervals. Due to its good
quality, the compost is sold for landscaping uses in the region as soon as it is available. The
facility also produces mulch products for use as ground cover, and wood chips for use as biofuel.
When proposed in 1990, WCCSL, Inc. expressed the desire to develop the composting project
into a regional facility. Good progress continues in achieving that goal. WCCSL, Inc. now serves
the composting needs of West Contra Costa County (including the yard waste pickup programs
in Richmond, San Pablo, Pinole, Hercules and the local unincorporated area), Mill Valley and
Tamalpais areas in Marin County, and processes a portion of the green material from central and
eastern Contra Costa County and Alameda County.
WCCSL, Inc. is currently proposing to the City of Richmond and the County to expand the
amount of materials that can be composted under the existing conditional use permits to allow
the site to operate more economically and make additional compost. This facility is proposed as
a major component in the regional area's program for achieving the State AB939 landfill
diversion and recycling goals. Annually the WCCSL composting and organic materials recovery
program has diverted 30,000 tons of green material from landfills and has provided high quality
compost and mulch for the region.
2.4

Proposed Waste Recycling Center

Once wastes are no longer landfilled at the WCCSL site a waste handling and recycling
operation will be needed to provide continuing disposal service for the general public and
businesses that haul their own trash. In order to meet the need of the community for a
conveniently located self-haul disposal and recycling facility, a portion of the Landfill property
is being proposed as a self-haul waste handling location, where contingent upon the
permitting/CEQA process, wastes will be unloaded, separated for recycling, and the residue will
be loaded into trucks for transfer to the sister Republic Services’ Potrero Hills Landfill in Solano
County.
Two locations of this Waste Recycling Center facility are being considered. WCCSL, Inc.
proposes the Center to be located at the refurbished and enlarged soil storage building located
within the unincorporated County area. The alternate location is south of the HWMF (in Area
A) as a contingency in case the old soil building is not a suitable location. Both of the alternate
sites are located within the Richmond city limit. The permits are being sought for the new
facility to be placed at one of these locations. Initially, while the processing building is being
readied, this facility may consist of an open-air engineered paved asphalt pad located on the
landfill control plateau, complete with a landfill gas control system, storm water runoff control
system, litter control system, recyclables processing equipment, and a bird control system.
2.5

Concrete/Asphalt Recycling

This existing facility is operated by the Syar Company. Concrete rubble and asphalt paving
fragments are crushed and then screened to different sizes of gravel products. The materials are
diverted from the Landfill consistent with AB939 goals and used for construction projects.
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The materials produced by Syar at the Landfill meet CalTrans specifications for use in road
construction.
WCCSL, Inc. is currently proposing to the City and County to increase the operations capacity
by moving the location of the existing operation westward up onto the finished Landfill. It
would be sited on the west end of the Landfill central plateau mound adjacent to the composting
facility and the self-haul recycling and disposal facility. An expanded concrete and asphalt
crushing facility as proposed would divert greater quantities of materials from the Landfill and
would increase the percentage of reused materials in our region’s roads and construction
projects.
2.6

Hazardous Waste Management Facility

The Hazardous Waste Management Facility (also referred to as a Class I site) has not received
wastes since November 1985. Over the last 16 years, WCCSL, Inc. has been working with
various state agencies to develop the final closure plan and obtain the approval to place the final
cap on the site. The State Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) completed the
CEQA review and approved the Closure Plan for this site in 2000.
The industrial liquid waste evaporation pond was dewatered and solidified for permanent
closure. The Class I site Closure Plan prohibits disturbance of already placed hazardous
materials, requires placement of a soil and plastic geomembrane cap over the entire site,
placement of MSW as subgrade fill material, and processing of the leachate and landfill gas. The
final cap construction began in 2000 and is anticipated to be completed in 2002.
The site is proposed to be open space. An alternate possible use would be a commercial
nursery/greenhouse area. Portions of the site perimeter may be used for roadways serving
adjacent facilities at the WCCSL.
2.7

Proposed Dredged Materials/Biosolids Spreading Area

High moisture content dredged materials may be processed at the WCCSL to provide an upland
area to receive these materials versus disposal to water. These wet materials would be spread
down the southern or eastern slopes below the landfill central plateau area as shown in Figure 3.
Biosolids may also be spread in this area. The materials may be left in place to result in a
deepened-thickness final cap or they may be removed for off-site use.
2.8

Proposed Wet Wastes/Powdery Materials Processing Operation

The wet wastes/powdery materials processing location initially may be conducted in the existing
soil remediation facility. Later it would be moved to the central plateau area.
The two types of materials would be mixed with soil to result in absorbing the moisture and
incorporating the powdery material in the wetted mixture to allow reuse of the finished product.
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2.9

Power Plant

An affiliate of WCCSL, Inc. operates the landfill gas power plant. This plant generates about 3
megawatts of electricity, which is enough to power nearly 3,000 homes from landfill gas.
The electricity is used on-site, some may be used to power the adjacent waste water treatment
plant, with the excess electricity marketed to the PG&E power grid. In future years, as the
amount of landfill gas that is produced increases, additional power generation capacity may be
added to this plant. In addition to the building that houses the power generation engines, this area
also includes a maintenance building.
2.10

HWMF Leachate Treatment Plant

Adjacent to the Class I Hazardous Waste Management Facility (HWMF) and the power plant is a
facility that treats the leachate from the site (the water pumped from the closed landfill). This
facility treats approximately 20 gallons per minute. The treated leachate is stored and tested to
ensure that it meets all discharge standards. After being tested, the treated leachate is piped to
the West County Wastewater District, which is adjacent to the WCCSL property. An area in the
southwest corner of the HWMF site is used to dispose of the solids removed from the leachate.
2.11

Landfill Infrastructure Maintenance

Business operations at the WCCSL will continue to remain in operation for many years after the
Shoreline Public Access Trail has been opened. The various WCCSL recycling operations
require significant maintenance activities to protect public safety and preserve the Landfill
infrastructure. These maintenance activities include maintaining the levees and riprap that
protect the Landfill from erosion. Periodically, sections of the Trail will be closed for
maintenance activities, and Trail users may note heavy equipment working near the Trail. Prior
to closing any section of the Trail, signage will be posted in the parking area. WCCSL, Inc. will
schedule the maintenance operations to avoid periods of high trail use whenever feasible and will
endeavor to complete the maintenance as quickly as possible.

3.0

Previous Trail Planning and Development Activities

The EIR documents for the Integrated Resource Recovery Facility and the Landfill recycling
projects were published in May 1991 and December 1991. The public access trail was discussed
in conceptual form, including references to the BCDC Bay Plan public access goals. In July
1993 the County filed the CEQA Notice of Determination for the EIR prepared for the landfill
recycling projects at the time of approving the Land Use Permit.
During the 1993 granting of permits by Contra Costa County and the City of Richmond for
recycling projects at the Landfill, requirements were included for conducting a feasibility
analysis and preliminary planning for public access along the site perimeter to allow access to
the bay shoreline, and for implementing the access as it was determined to be feasible.
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Between 1993 and 1994, WCCSL, Inc. met with interested individuals and agencies during the
development of the initial planning document. In February 1994, a preliminary plan was
submitted to the County for the north edge of the Landfill property located in the unincorporated
area. A similar document was submitted to the City in June 1995 for the western and southern
portions of the property located in the incorporated area. This document acknowledged the
possibility of access for the public at a future date and contained further information to be
furnished to the City and County. Further Trail implementation action was delayed as the
Landfill continued in operation longer than anticipated.
In mid-2000, WCCSL, Inc. had completed enough of the final cap of the Landfill to enable
additional recycling activities to take place on the closed portions of the Landfill site, and the
Company accelerated the process of land use planning and permitting to realize the many
changes that must occur at the Landfill as landfilling draws to a close and recycling activities and
public access are implemented. This process has included activities related to the development
of the Trail.
The remainder of this document describes the WCCSL Shoreline Public Access Trail
Development Plan.

4.0

Phased Development of Trail

The Shoreline Public Access Trail would be developed in three to four phases. The purpose of
phasing the development of the Trail is to:
1)

Allow access to portions of the Trail while the Landfill is still accepting wastes
for disposal.

2)

Enable access to portions of the Trail while funds are located and permits are
secured that will allow for Trail extension in the future.

3)

Gain operations experience on a smaller portion of the Trail at the outset, so that
the later phases of the Trail can be optimally designed and managed.

WCCSL, Inc. reserves the opportunity to modify specifics of this development plan in order to
comply with permit limitations or operations issues as they are encountered.

5.0

Trail Alignment

The alignment of the Trail will be along the existing levee roads that form the outer edge of the
Landfill and delineate the WCCSL property. The alignment of each phase is discussed in greater
detail below, and the trail segments are shown on Figure 3-7 in Chapter 3.
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5.1

Phase 1

The Phase 1 portion of the Trail will begin at a graveled parking area on the southeast corner of
the Landfill property. Visitors will park within the designated parking area. The Trail would
extend to the west and pass beside some of the operations areas at the Landfill, including
portions of the Class I Hazardous Waste Management Facility, the Landfill gas power generation
plant, a maintenance building, and the Area A portion of the WCCSL property. Along this
section of the Trail, the northern edge of the Trail would be bounded by a HWMF permitrequired security fence (chain link fence that is topped with barbwire), to keep Trail users out of
these Landfill areas, and to provide a physical barrier between the Trail users and any heavy
construction equipment, trucks, or Landfill equipment working within the areas.
The Trail would continue along the existing outer southern levee roadway between the
marshlands and the West County Wastewater District emergency outflow channel to the south
and the brackish undeveloped area to the north (WCCSL Area B). Area B is used as a runoff
control pond for storm water runoff, and as a result, the amount of water fluctuates with the
seasons -- higher in the winter and spring from rainfall, and lower in the summer and fall due to
evaporation. Area B has not been developed as part of the landfill operations, and there are no
plans to develop this area in the future.
The Trail would have a side spur trail at the southwest corner of the WCCSL property. This spur
trail would continue in a westerly direction to the southwestern corner of the tidal pond area
(Landfill Area C) and terminate. This spur trail is approximately 0.5 mile long. A canoe and
kayak launching area would be created at the end of the spur.
To the north, a breach or gap in the levee was made in 1980 in order to allow tidal action in the
area enclosed by these levees. During Phase 1, 2 and 3, the zone between the trail end and the
gap will remain off-limits to public access to avoid interference with wildlife in the zone.
Extending the spur trail beyond the gap is part of a possible Phase 4.
From the intersection of the spur trail, the main segment of the Phase 1 Trail would continue in a
northerly direction on the levee road separating Area B and Area C towards the southwest corner
of the municipal solid waste landfill. At this corner, the Phase 1 Trail will stop, and Trail users
will double-back to the parking area. This portion of the Phase 1 Trail is approximately 1.3 oneway miles. Extending the Trail beyond the corner of this landfill is part of Phase 2.
5.2

Phase 2

The Phase 2 Trail segment has two main components: a lower Phase 2 segment, and an upper
Phase 2 segment.
The lower Phase 2 segment will continue the Phase 1 Trail from the landfill southwest corner
along the western perimeter of the landfill. This Trail segment would be along the shoreline at
about the 15-foot elevation. During Phase 2, this segment of the Trail would end at a fence
adjacent to areas where WCCSL will continue to landfill solid waste and place the final cap
during 2003 and 2004. Trail users would double-back at this point and return to the parking
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area. The total length of the Phase 2 Trail combined with Phase 1 from the parking area is
approximately 1.6 miles.
The lower Trail segment will consist of a shoreline point for a potential kayak landing near a
second gap in the existing levee. Extending the spur trail from the point area westward beyond
the gap would be part of Phase 4. WCCSL will endeavor to open the lower Phase 2 Trail at the
same time as the Phase 1 Trail, if feasible from a technical and public safety perspective.
The upper Phase 2 Trail segment would parallel the lower Phase 2 Trail at an elevation of
roughly 50-to-60-feet above the bay level. This spur would begin near the southwestern corner
of the Landfill and would climb in elevation to reach a ridgeline where it would temporarily
terminate. The length of this spur would be about 0.2 mile. There will be a short connector trail
(200 feet +/-) constructed to link the lower and upper Phase 2 Trails, to enable Trail users to loop
rather than double back.
5.3

Phase 3

The Phase 3 Trail segment would complete the Trail loop around the WCCSL property. This
segment would begin at the northern end of the Phase 2 Trail, and continue around the northern
boundary of the Landfill. The upper level trail would also be continued and contain a contoured
wind-protected “meadow” area suitable for use as a picnic area, scenic overlook and resting
point for Trail users. This location is shown on Figure 3-7. This upper level Trail would
continue along at approximately the 60-foot MSL elevation for 0.5 mile, and would rejoin the
Phase 3 Shoreline Trail. At the northeast corner of the property, the Trail would turn in a
southeasterly direction and proceed along San Pablo Creek. This portion of the Trail would pass
by the WCCSL scale house, and terminate at the Trail parking area. A designated crossing (with
signage and pavement striping) would be provided for users of the Trail to safely cross the traffic
on the main roadway leading to the WCCSL scalehouse. The length of the Phase 3 shoreline
level Trail segment would be about 0.8 mile.
5.4

Phase 4

Phase 4 of the WCCSL Shoreline Public Access Trail would consist of linking the Phase 1 spur
that ends at the western-most levee with the Phase 2 shoreline point area. In order to link these
two portions of the Trail, two pedestrian bridges would be required (See Figure 3-7). The
construction of this trail segment and these bridges will entail conducting wildlife studies and
obtaining additional permits from regulatory agencies.
While it may be possible to reuse structural components from demolition projects to construct
portions of these bridges and any ancillary improvements to the levees, the construction of these
bridges is liable to be very expensive, and funding sources (other than WCCSL, Inc.) will need
to be obtained. WCCSL, Inc. does not have the staff or the expertise to pursue external funding
sources. WCCSL, Inc. is willing to provide portions of the construction activities needed for the
Phase 4 Trail segment through use of on-site employees and equipment. Since WCCSL, Inc.
cannot assume the financial responsibility for constructing this portion of the Trail, WCCSL, Inc.
is willing to participate in helping others to locate external funding sources.
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The construction of the pedestrian bridges will not commence until the necessary permits and
funding have been procured. The length of the Phase 4 segment is approximately 0.4 mile.

6.0

Trail Improvements

The Trail would consist of a pathway on the existing system of levees that ring the Landfill.
These levees were constructed 40 years ago, and have been maintained on an annual basis. The
levees include a roadway with a surface of compacted gravel materials and a riprap rock slope
along the edge of the water. There is a variety of forbs and grasses growing between the
roadway surface and the water’s edge.
6.1

Trail Surface Improvements

The surface of the Trail will be compacted gravel. No significant improvements other than
routine maintenance are proposed to the existing levee roadway surface. The Trail surface will
not be paved or smooth, but rather will have small ruts, loose stones and pebbles, and a
“graveled-road” type appearance. The Trail surface will be maintained in a condition suitable for
mountain bikes and sturdy shoes. Vehicle use would be for monitoring and maintenance
purposes only.
6.2

Trail Landscaping

There is a variety of forbs and grasses that have been growing along the levees between the
gravel roadways and the riprap. These plants have grown naturally, and have not been sown,
maintained, irrigated, or pruned by WCCSL, Inc. WCCSL, Inc. will continue the practice of
allowing plants to grow at the edge of the Trail without any maintenance by WCCSL personnel.
Periodically some of these plants may be removed due to Landfill or levee maintenance
construction projects. Upon completion of such maintenance projects, WCCSL, Inc. will not take
any action to replace, but will rather allow plants and grasses to naturally re-vegetate in those
areas. However, WCCSL, Inc. will comply fully with Richmond City Ordinances regarding
control of invasive and noxious weeds.
The Phase 3 Trail will contain an area suitable for picnicking or resting near the northwest
corner of the landfill. This area will be at approximately the 50-foot elevation and will contain a
grassy area of approximately 1-acre.
WCCSL, Inc. will investigate the potential of planting shallow-rooted bushes and shrubs to
enhance this area. State regulations prohibit planting of plants with roots that can penetrate the
Landfill cap.
As the capping and closure of the Landfill is completed, WCCSL, Inc. will seed the capped areas
with a mix including native grasses in accordance with the City of Richmond ordinances.
Revegetation plans will require the use of native plant species for landscaping purposes
wherever possible.
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6.3

Parking Area Improvements

A graveled parking lot that would meet code requirements for handicapped parking would be
constructed adjacent to the entrance of the Landfill, just west of the existing bridge across San
Pablo Creek. (See Figure 4) This parking lot would have improvements consisting mainly of
traffic control barriers (either concrete “k-rails”, large concrete blocks, or old telephone poles)
that will designate the limits of the parking area and its entrance roadway. There will not be
designated parking spaces, nor wheelstops, nor striping. The parking area would provide room
for up to 15 vehicles. A bike rack would be provided. Restroom facilities also may be located in
this area.
6.4

Fencing and Access Control

Fencing and access control features will be installed to ensure Trail users do not wander off the
Trail and into areas of commercial site operations. Daily operations at the Landfill result in
significant amounts of heavy truck traffic and operation of numerous backhoes, bulldozers,
compactors, and other heavy construction equipment. Additionally, there are extensive
environmental control and monitoring instruments and equipment located throughout the
Landfill, including over 50 monitoring wells, 30 leachate extraction wells and pumps, and 60
landfill gas wells. These wells are carefully calibrated by certified technicians and are very
expensive to replace. There is also the former Class I Hazardous Waste Management Facility
within the borders of the Landfill property to which public access must be restricted. Even after
the Landfill stops burying wastes for disposal, the composting facility, concrete crushing
operation, proposed waste recycling and disposal facility, soils processing facility, landfill gas
power plant, and leachate treatment facility will continue in operation.
Prior to opening the Phase 1 Trail for public access, a security fence will be installed adjacent to
the Hazardous Waste Management Facility, the landfill gas power plant and maintenance area,
and “Area A”. An entry gate will be installed to prevent access to the Trail by horses and
motorized vehicles. A security fence will also be installed at the north end of the Phase 1 Trail
to prevent access onto other portions of the Landfill site. Along Area A, a soil berm will be
placed parallel to the trail to visually screen commercial activities occurring within that area.
Prior to the Phase 2 Trail opening, which would allow the public onto the actual Landfill, all
landfill wells and pipelines will be protected or be placed underground to protect them from
unauthorized access. In addition to the fences mentioned above, a fence will be installed along
the top of the slope near the Landfill operations and recycling operations areas.
This fence will be designed to prevent Trail users from having access to the commercial
operations areas. Additionally, a fence will be installed at the intersection of the Trail and the
Landfill south slope road, and at the end of the Phase 2 Trail.
Prior to Phase 3, the security fence at the top of the Landfill slope will be extended eastward
around the commercial operations areas. A barrier (i.e. “k-rails”, concrete blocks, telephone
poles or soil berms) will be placed along the Trail near the scale house to physically separate
Trail users from vehicular traffic using the WCCSL operations areas.
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WCCSL expects to install temporary fences and limit access to the Trail (or sections of the Trail)
for maintenance, emergency operations, or any other reasonable purpose as needed and
consistent with public safety concerns and expedient landfill management. Temporary fences
will be installed around certain landfill equipment, and other facilities.
In order to minimize the visual impact of any fences that are permanently installed directly
adjacent to the Trail, vines or shrubs will be planted to the extent feasible while protecting the
integrity of the cap. Fences will be coated with a colored plastic or be of other aesthetically
satisfactory material to reduce their visual impact.
6.5

Signage

There will be two principal types of signs installed prior to each phase of the Trail opening. The
first would be typical instructional signs (where to park, hours of operation, rules of conduct,
Bay Trail signs, limits of accessible areas, tidal conditions, HWMF site advisements and NO
TRESPASSING, NO SMOKING signs, etc.). These signs would be installed in the parking area,
at the trailheads, and at other locations along the Trail as needed.
The second type of sign would be interpretive signs (site Map and Trail locations, descriptions of
vegetation, wildlife habitats and Landfill history and recycling descriptions). These signs would
be installed along the Trail at good viewing locations, trailheads, and in the parking area. It is
estimated five to ten interpretive signs would be installed along the entire length of the Trail.
6.6

Benches and Rest Areas

Several benches and rest areas would be created along the Trail. There will be a trash and
recycling can placed at each bench location. Picnic tables may be placed in some areas, such as
the meadow area on the Phase 3 Trail (and possibly at a kayak launch point).
Restroom facilities may be placed at the parking area and the Phase 2 Trail point area.
6.7

Kayak and Canoe Access

WCCSL is aware of a community desire to have kayak access as part of the Trail. Although this
may require additional permitting efforts and creates some operations issues, WCCSL will work
with the community individuals and regulatory authorities to provide this access as feasible.
The Save the Bay Association has contacted WCCSL, Inc. regarding their “Kids in Canoes”
program. This program provides local school children with the opportunity to canoe along
protected shoreline areas to experience a valuable link between being on the water in a small
craft, up close to a shoreline nature area. The Association is evaluating using the bayside point
at the end of the Phase 1 spur as a canoe launching and return site. WCCSL, Inc. is reviewing
this potential with the Association and will coordinate with responsible agencies.
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7.0

Trail Development Schedule

The WCCSL Shoreline Public Access Trail is proposed to be developed in phases to open
portions of the Trail prior to the landfilling operations ceasing. WCCSL intends to open the Trail
Phases according to the schedule listed below and will employ its best efforts to avoid delays.
Trail Segment

Projected Opening Date

Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Phase 4

December 1, 2003
December 1, 2004
December 1, 2007
9 months after securing funding

It may be possible to accelerate the opening dates for Phases 2 and 3, depending on the amount
of wastes landfilled and the construction schedule of the final cap.

8.0

Trail Easements and Deeds

The WCCSL property ownership must continue in its present form (private ownership) because
the Company will have long-term legal responsibilities for monitoring and maintaining the
closed disposal sites.
WCCSL, Inc. will execute and record such legal instruments as may be required to assure public
access to the Trail. If a public agency makes the suitable arrangements, a public access easement
could be established if responsibilities for trail maintenance are assumed by a public entity. This
may provide a means to avoid termination of the public access trail usage if landfill business
operations are no longer feasible.

9.0

Health & Safety

Public Law serves to protect WCCSL, Inc. from liabilities arising from the public use of the
Shoreline Public Access Trail. WCCSL, Inc. shall not be responsible the health or safety of any
person using the WCCSL Shoreline Access Trail. WCCSL, Inc. does not provide emergency
services of any kind. Persons using the Trail will do so at their own risk.

10.0

Trail Maintenance

The Trail would be maintained on a weekly basis. The maintenance of the Trail will include
emptying of trash and recycling cans, collection of litter, and repair of any Trail structure or
appurtenance. All maintenance activities shall be performed in accordance with Section 11.2
below.
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11.0

Fiscal Aspects

11.1 Financing Construction of Trail Improvements and Appurtenances
WCCSL, Inc. will provide all funds necessary to construct Phases 1, 2, and 3 of the Shoreline
Public Access Trail as proposed and described in this Development Plan. WCCSL, Inc. is not
assuming any additional costs of construction that are incurred (beyond the scope of this
document) due to changes or limitations that are placed on the project as a result of any
permitting or public agency action.
Funds required for construction of the Phase 4 Trail segment must be provided by sources other
than WCCSL, Inc. Construction of the Phase 4 Trail shall not begin until all necessary funds for
construction and maintenance have been obtained. WCCSL, Inc. will cooperate with and support
those seeking funds for Phase 4 as described in this development plan.
11.2 Funding of Maintenance of Trail Improvements and Appurtenances
WCCSL, Inc. would provide funds necessary to provide maintenance activities for the Trail, on
an “as needed basis” including, but not limited to: emptying of trash and recycling cans,
maintenance of levee riprap and roads, maintenance of Trail surfaces, maintenance of fences,
benches, picnic facilities, signs, and other Trail appurtenances. For the purposes of this
Development Plan, “maintenance activities” are defined as work required to repair or maintain
items that have degraded due to normal wear and tear. Repairs of damage from vandalism are not
included (See section 11.3).
WCCSL, Inc’s, responsibility under this section will remain in full force so long as there are
business ventures operating on the WCCSL property whether these business ventures are
operated by WCCSL, Inc. or its successor. In the event that WCCSL, Inc. or its successor is no
longer operating any businesses on the property, then all private fiscal responsibility for the Trail
will cease.
In the event that WCCSL, Inc. or its successor is no longer fiscally responsible for the
maintenance of the Trail, and no other funding source has been located, WCCSL or its successor
will have the sole right to permanently close the Trail.
11.3 Paying for Damage Due to Vandalism
WCCSL, Inc. would fund up to $5,000 per year for the repair or replacement of items damaged
by vandalism. If during the course of any calendar year the estimated cost of repairing or
replacing damage caused by vandalism exceeds $5,000, WCCSL will convene a meeting of the
City of Richmond, Contra Costa County, AGAG Bay Trail staff, and Trails for Richmond Action
Committee. If adequate sources of funding are not located, WCCSL, Inc. has the right to close
the Trail.
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12.0

Hours of Trail Availability

The Trail would be open to the public from dawn until dusk during those days business
operations (e.g. the Landfill, compost facility, proposed Waste Recycling Center) are open.
WCCSL, Inc. reserves the right to limit access to the Trail or to close the Trail at any time as
may be required for public safety, Trail maintenance, and for Landfill management. The
Landfill currently closes on New Years Day, 4th of July, Thanksgiving, and Christmas; the Trail
would also be closed during these holidays.
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